NAME

NAME jobname ['text string to be used as title'] ;

Function:

NAME, often the first statement in a TSP job, is used to supply a job or user name to be printed at the top of each page and, optionally, a title for the run.

Usage:

The only required argument on the NAME statement is the jobname, which may be any descriptive name of up to 8 characters which you wish to give your job, or could be your name to distinguish your jobs from others if they are being run together.

The job title is optional, but recommended - if included, it will be printed at the top of each page of output until a TITLE statement is executed which replaces the title. The title is a string of up to 60 characters enclosed in quotes. There can be no quotes (‘ or ”) imbedded in the title.

Examples:

    NAME KARLMARX ;
    NAME ILLUS44 'ILLUSTRATIVE MODEL FOR TSP VERSION 4.4' ;
    NAME KLEINLSQ '3SLS ESTIMATES OF KLEIN MODEL I' ;

Output:

NAME causes a jobname to be printed in the upper right hand corner of each page of TSP output. If a title is included on the command, the title is also printed at the top of every page in columns 21 through 80.

If the terminal (CRT) option is on, no paging of TSP output is done and no titles are printed (see the OPTIONS statement) unless requested by a PAGE command.